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01 Quality- There is only one benchmark for quality: quality. Particularly so in a world 
in which the choice of materials and craftsmanship occupy the very highest position. 
In the Tecton Modo collection, the message lies in the materials; to think beyond 
the purpose. To unite colors, forms and imagination on the highest possible level. 
Warm wood with cool aluminium, high-quality surfaces, details like the central track, 
in which the sliding panels and ladder run, carefully composed storage space is the 
visible results.



Function- Constructivism in its purest form. Con struc tivism which develops into 
the room and so main  tains a balance. The modular construction en ab les truly 
individual architecture, adapted to your per so   nal lifestyle: flexible grid height, 
varying sliding elements in a single track, in which a ladder can also be hung. 
Right at the center of these condensed elements: a niche with a glass back and 
an eccentric TV swiv el arm. The center of tranquillity – embedded in a syn thesis of 
functional and decorative elements. The reflective placement of those important 
things in life. 
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03 Theory in space as the theory of space. Learning from the clear language
of form instead of conducting radical experiments. The square as the base form. 
In all possible variations, ranging from a criterion of order to a space for art and 
meditation. The niche as free space – an approximation of the Zen ideal of 
discarding the superfluous to attain peace. Accentuated by the aesthetic choice 
of ma terials: wood and matte glass. Library with a ni  che, drawer elements, two 
sizes, center track.



Squaring the circle. The dialogue between two basic shapes. The severe square 
structure is underscored by the three-dimen   sional aluminium surface and the 
round shell handles of the drawers. This alluring contrast is also reflected in the 
choice of materials: wood and aluminium. The stage for this drama is the pedestal 
that appears to float. Add the TV swivel arm.
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05 You should only contemplate what you admire. That way you can be certain of 
uplifting mental growth. Naturally, this phi lo  sophy also incorporates the way in 
which one views things. Library in a four-plus-three grid. The matte glass cylinder 
of the specially designed, adjustable Tecton Modo lamp gives a soft light, the lamp 
can be hung in the central track. 



In a setting created by attractive, semitransparent glass and an endless 
number of shelves. Because you can never remember everything you have read. 
By nature, readers tend not to compartmentalize things. An extendible library,
a multifunctional central axis with translucent glass doors and ladder, crowned by 
the Tecton Modo lamp.
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07 You’re never alone when you read. You are in the inspirational company of the 
author and his or her thoughts. Reading has one disadvantage: one tends to forget 
oneself. But reading also has an advantage: precisely this. 



Rise to the level of your thoughts. The library ladder: an essential companion 
throughout 1001 and more reading hours. Quality. Aluminium and solid maple 
wood. Slides at the touch of a hand. Safe and ergonomic. Each time easy to remove.
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09 Show your true profile – the surface of a piece of furniture is like its skin. Covering 
and protecting its body. It is also the expression of its individual character. Behind 
the plain, simple appearance lies great complexity. To touch it is an experience. 
To contemplate it, inspirational.



Approaching the entity. Getting closer to understanding its complexity. What 
is the sum without the parts? The parts themselves are joined to form a single, 
uniform entity. So concentrated and self-con tained that it appears to float. Low 
element  – 3-grid – with shelves and drawers, sliding panels and back wall in 
aluminium profile, TV swivel arm. 
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11 Perspectives alter the way one sees things. Living in clear, uncluttered rooms. 
The expressiveness of the pure as a guideline for interior design. Uniting reduction 
with storage space. To ensure that there is always enough space for life. 



Wood-Matte lacquer-

notice- Color discrepancies are possible for lacquer, glass and wood finishes

_white                              _quartz                              _pebble grey                      _silver                              _maple                             _cherry
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_corrugated plate
 anodized aluminum

_circular stamped plate
 anodized aluminum

_maple 

_cherry 

Metal-

_crystal glass

_frosted glass white 

_frosted glass green

_pebble grey

_wild rose red

Glass-

_barolo

_plum blue 

_ocean blue

_caviar

_black

_white

_quartz 

_pebble grey

_silver

Matte lacquer- 

Wood-

notice- Color discrepancies are possible for lacquer, glass and wood finishes



Extension unit-

Height-
47 13/16” [121,3 cm]

Width-
18 3/4” [47,6 cm]

Depth- 
15 3/4” [40,0 cm]

Base-

Width-
57 1/8” [145,0 cm], 
75 13/16” [192,5 cm],
94 1/2” [240,0 cm], 
113 1/4” [287,5 cm]

Depth- 
22 7/8”
[58,0 cm]

Thickness-
2 7/16” [6,1 cm]

Base extension-

Width-
18 3/4” [47,6 cm], 
37 1/2” [95,2 cm],
56 1/4” [142,8 cm] 

Depth- 
22 7/8”
[58,0 cm]

Thickness-
2 7/16” [6,1 cm]

TV swivel arm-

Height-
7 11/16” [19,5 cm]

Width-
31 1/2” [80,0 cm]

Depth- 
15 3/4” [40,0 cm]

Thickness-
1 13/16” [4,5 cm]

Basic unit-

Height-
47 13/16” [121,3 cm]

Width-
19 13/16” [50,2 cm]

Depth- 
15 3/4” [40,0 cm]

Extension unit-

Height-
47 13/16” [121,3 cm]

Width-
37 1/2” [95,2 cm]

Depth- 
15 3/4” [40,0 cm]

Basic unit-

Height-
47 13/16” [121,3 cm]

Width-
38 9/16” [97,8 cm]

Depth- 
15 3/4” [40,0 cm]

Sliding door-

Height-
48 1/8” [122,1 cm]

Width-
38 9/16” [97,8 cm]
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Extension unit-

Height-
93 15/16” 
[238,5 cm]

Width-
18 3/4” 
[47,6 cm]

Depth- 
15 3/4” 
[40,0 cm]

Extension unit-

Height-
93 15/16” 
[238,5 cm]

Width-
37 1/2” 
[95,2 cm]

Depth- 
15 3/4” 
[40,0 cm]

Basic unit-

Height-
93 15/16” 
[238,5 cm]

Width-
38 9/16” 
[97,8 cm]

Depth- 
15 3/4” 
[40,0 cm]

Basic unit-

Height-
93 15/16” 
[238,5 cm]

Width-
19 13/16” 
[50,2 cm]

Depth- 
15 3/4” 
[40,0 cm]

Upper Sliding door-

Height-
46 5/16” [117,5 cm]

Width-
38 9/16” [97,8 cm]

Lower Sliding door-

Height-
46 5/16” [117,5 cm]

Width-
38 9/16” [97,8 cm]



Extension unit-

Height-
109 1/16” [276,9 cm]

Width-
18 3/4” [47,6 cm]

Depth-
15 3/4” [40,0 cm]

Basic unit-

Height-
109 1/16” [276,9 cm]

Width-
19 13/16” [50,2 cm]

Depth-
15 3/4” [40,0 cm]

Extension unit-

Height-
109 1/16” [276,9 cm]

Width-
37 1/2” [95,2 cm]

Depth-
15 3/4” [40,0 cm]

Library ladder-

for different unit Heights-
109 1/16” [276,9 cm], 
93 15/16” [238,5 cm]
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Basic unit-

Height-
109 1/16” 
[276,9 cm]

Width-
38 9/16” 
[97,8 cm]

Depth- 
15 3/4” 
[40,0 cm]

Upper sliding door-

Height-
46 5/16” [117,5 cm]

Width-
38 9/16” [97,8 cm]

Lower sliding door-

Height-
61 7/16” [155,9 cm]

Width-
38 9/16” [97,8 cm]

Drawer unit-

Height-
14” 
[35,5 cm]

Width-
17 3/4”
[45,0 cm]

Drawer unit-

Height-
14” 
[35,5 cm]

Width-
17 3/4”
[45,0 cm]



Library-

5 units wide

7 units high

2 sliding doors

Drawers unit

Library ladder

Library-

6 units wide

7 units high

2 sliding doors

2 lamps

Library ladder

High sideboard-

8 units wide

3 units high

1 sliding door

3 drawer units

Niche back wall

TV swivel arm

Base
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Shelf on base-

7 units wide

6 units high

2 sliding doors

Drawer unit

TV swivel arm

Base

Shelf on base-

7 units wide

6 units high

2 sliding doors

Niche back wall

TV swivel arm

Base

Shelf on base-

9 units wide

6 units high

2 sliding doors

Niche back wall

Base


